< \PM\ < XQ then for all A , ¡x such that \T\ < p, < A<Ded* (p.) (e.g. ft = K0, X = 2 0), T has a model of type (X, p.), i.e. \QM\ = ft, \PM\ = X . 1 . Introduction.
We shall deal with first order theories T; for simplicity we let T be countable, except in §3. It is well known that if T has 
N0 -P--À -2A¿ ^or iff 8o -^ -A < DedV)-
We give a combinatorial lemma which implies (X , X )->(2 0, X ) and seems to be equivalent to it assuming MA + 2 ° > X . This Lemma still remains an open problem. We finally prove a related two-cardinal theorem (Theorem 1), of interest in its own right, which was stated in the abstract.
2. Notation. Definition 1. A tree is a partially ordered set (X, <) such that for each node x £ X the set of predecessors of x is well ordered by <. A branch is a maximal chain. The height of a branch is its order type (always an ordinal). Definition 2. Let ¡x be a cardinal. Ded (a) is the first power X such that there is no tree with < p: nodes and > X branches of the same height.
(In this definition we may assume that all trees are subtrees of ( ^ 2, <), the tree of all 0-1 sequences of length < ^+, ordered by continuation.) mean a model M with \PM\ = A, \QM\ = p. If for all n < <y every finite subset of T has a model M such that nn < |Q^|" < \PM\ < XQ, then for all X, p such that \T\ < p. < X < Ded ípi), T has a model of type (A, p).
Notice that for p = X the conclusion is that T has a model of type (2 °, X ) (when T is countable). i.e., (au ,..., au ) ^ (a-,... , &y )(mod0). Proof. This is a corollary of the previous claim by repeated use of it. (**) For all k, 772 < oj there is I < co such that for any 272-place function F from X; to the countable subsets of X,, there is A C X,, \A\ = X, , such that for all distinct a,,..., a , a ,, £ A, a ,, 4 F (a ,,•■■, a ). Theorem 2. // (**) holds and T has a model of type (x , Xn) then for all X, p such that \T\ < 21 < A < Ded ip), T has a model of type (A,/t). A -, a . , I F(a ,,-■■, a iff p < X < Ded ip) (assuming for some p., Ded ip) < 2^).
Conjecture 2. Km ., n ., k.): i < A-'(A, p, k) when m . >n\, n. > k1., k .
> i, k< p<X< Ded**. 
